
The Rustic Queen Mystery quilt design came from 
humble beginnings. My task was to create a quilt 
using three consecutive units provided in the Design 
Challenge Workshop presented on 

, The Quilt Pattern Magazine's private 
online quilters' community. I rotated, flipped, and 
reconfigured the units using the Electric Quilt 
software until I happened upon a "mystery quilt" 
configuration unfolding in the process.

Be sure to join RaeLyn in the Rustic Queen 
Mystery group on . There you can 
get answers to any questions you might have, share 
your progress, and see what others are doing. Don't 
forget you can post pictures of in-progress steps and 
get additional tips from RaeLyn. 
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Fabric Requirements
Finished size: 78-1/2
All cuts based on usable 40" wide, prewashed
100% cotton fabrics

! 2-1/4 yds Fabric A for background                   
(shown as cream)

! 3-3/4 yds Fabric B medium fabric (shown as green)

! 5-1/4 yds Fabric C dark fabric (shown as brown)        
includes binding

! 7 yds for backing

! 84-1/2" x 96-1/2" piece of batting

" x 90-1/2"

RaeLyn Boothe

RaeLyn Boothe (known as RB 
online) was raised by a quilter 
who was raised by a quilter who 
was raised by a quilter. However, 
she didn't embrace quilting until 
she was about to become a 
grandmother for the first time. 
Five years and six grandchildren 

later, quilting has become a passion she enjoys 
every day.

RaeLyn lives in the beautiful mountains of Utah with 
her very supportive husband Bryan, two old cats, a 
big, silly golden-doodle puppy, and a couple of 
goldfish. In addition to grandkids, quilting, and 
blogging, she enjoys board games and puzzles of 
all kinds. She believes there isn't much wrong that a 
nap and a Diet Pepsi can't fix.

 
Designer

—  RaeLyn
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